
Reinforcement Learning for RobotManipulation Tasks
Description
Reinforcement Learning (RL) has shown increasing performance in the last years andallowed agents to solve sophisticated learning tasks [2, 3, 4]. The RL communitycommonly uses OpenAi’s gym environments [1] (see Fig. 2) to benchmark the algo-rithms. While these environments provide a unified, generalized and easy-to-handleopportunity to easily compare to other baselines, they usually do not consider real-istic robot motion and robot manipulation behavior.To provide a dimensionally correct test environment compared to our robot-labsetup, we have created a simulation framework (SF) (see Fig. 1), in which customenvironments can be built. This SF is tweaked to provide a best possible, physicallyrealistic simulation.In this thesis we will first create a sophisticated robot manipulation environmentin our SF. Examples for these environments are a robot arm that learns to opena drawer, place shaped objects into appropriately shaped holes, pushes a box toa certain position and orientation and more creative scenes :). As a second step,this work will involve testing recent RL algorithms on the created environment toshow that they are suitable to learn di�cult robot manipulation tasks. Furtheradd-ons like transferring to the real robot can be considered depending on theprogress of the thesis. In this project the student will get familiar with realistic robotmanipulation tasks and directly apply state of the art methods in deep RL, such asSAC and PPO.

Figure 1: Scene manipulation in our SF. Figure 2: Open Ai’s Ant Environment [1]Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Literature review: Get familiar with RL algorithms with a detailed literature re-view in recent methods.• Soft Actor-Critic (SAC): Get known to the Soft Actor-Critic algorithm, which wewill use to learn on the newly created environment• Simulation Framework: Get known to our lab’s simulation framework (SF),which we will use to build the robot manipulation environment.• Evaluating: We will do an intensive evaluation on the environment with recentalgorithms (SAC, PPO, ...)• Transfer to real robot (optional): We might consider transferring the learnedpolicies to the real robot in our lab.References
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